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After two tragic losses, Tre is grief stricken and not sure how to move on. If that isn't enough, shortly
after he is faced with another blow. With so much coming at him from so many different directions
how will he cope. Will it al become too much and send him over the edge? Kisha's found love with
her new boo Lavar, he's everything that she wants in a man. He's successful, nice looking, and
settled but most importantly he's all hers. The only problem is, he's not too sure if she is truly over
Tre. The two of them are a little too close for comfort and he's not feeling it. Will Kisha be able to
convince him that she's over Tre and 100% all in their relationship or will Lavar's suspicions about
Kisha and Tre end what they have before it has a chance to really get started. Mina has been
through it all since being kidnapped by Mello and held hostage in an abandon house. After all that
she's been through the thought of death doesn't seem so bad as a matter of fact she welcomes it, it
means finally breaking free of the living hell that she's being held in. As the side chic series comes
to an end these characters are face with a lot of life changing events. Will either of them finally get a
happy ending or will it all end in another ratchet mess?
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I have been waiting for this book to come out for quite some now and I must say I was very
disappointed. It dragged out n lefted some unanswered questions. Books 1-4 I would recommend
but this one not so much. Sorry ms.west

I tried to give this author another chance, silly me. This so called last book in the SC series made no
sense. It read as if the author ran out of things to say so it was much blah blah blah....

Seriously this is how it ends... I am so so so disappointed. It ended to shortly all of this wait for
nothing.

Honestly I was expecting more since this was going to be the last of the side chic series. I mean
really? The ending was definitely rushed. I did however feel bad about Lala but more for Kisha.
Kisha been with Tre all those years and I understand how Kisha felt when he made everything
about Lala in this read. But over all I was very disappointed in this read.

This was a great read although the events had me unhappy from the beginning. I am glad that Tre
decided to move, he made the best choice for him and the girls. I am also glad and impressed that
he stepped up for those babies. Kisha is another story, sorry but she should of been the one instead
of my Lala. I have always been team Lala, so yes I was a little disappointed. All in all, great book
La'Tonya West!!!!

This book had me in my feelings. I hate that Lala died because it broke my heart to think about her
girls growing up without her. Although they have Tre there is nothing like the love from your
mother.This book was good from beginning to end. I wish that it was going to be a part 6!!!
Mrs.West did her thing once again!!!

I wish there was a way to give zero stars.....I bought it despite the reviews and despite her iffy
writing style...I read this entire book in a hour which is sad...it was not long at all...it left so many
unanswered questions ....where are all the other characters? I'm so lostn.number do frustrated..she
still has not hired an editor , and she still leaves horrible cliff hangers..

I wasn't too happy with the ending of part four of the Side Chic series. Nonetheless , I still wanted to
see what happened in the Boykins following the death of Lala. Part Five picks up with Tre grieving

over the loss of Lala and Tyson. It is now that Tre realizes how much he truly loved Lala and how
badly he treated her. All these emotions really puts Tre in a dark place . As Tre struggles to do right
by family , he realizes he wants a fresh start and wants to leave Boykins. But his past won't let him
go especially Kisha. Even though Kisha has moved on , her feelings for Tre will always make her
feel stuck. Moving on is never easy as rest of other Boykin's characters soon realize. Mina near
death experience will leave some deep rooted scars. Nelle struggles to live without Corey and
others find themselves miserable and alone. Overall, the book was ok and please work on the
editing.
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